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DAY-AT-A-GLANCE
9:00 am

2:00 pm

10:00 am

Backstage Vanguard Award for Outstanding Agenting
& Business Leadership

Registration
Performance Palooza – Voiceover Showcase Presented
By the HEAR Now Festival and SueMedia Productions

Celebrate with Super agent Ken Slevin, CEO & President of CESD
Talent, when he receives the Backstage Vanguard Award for
Outstanding Agenting and Business Leadership. Then listen in for a
revealing interview about what it takes to provide successful agenting
for voice actors. Hear from one of the best in the world about how
agents work, what they look for and how voice actors can best acquire
agent representation. It’s a conversation that could supercharge your
career and inspire your success.

Voice Arts® Award nominated director Sue Zizza and master Foley artist and audio
engineer David Shinn choreograph a live audio theater production, featuring an
All-Voice Arts® Award Nominated Ensemble of voiceover greats: Scott Brick, Hillary
Hubert, PJ Ochlan, Kyla Garcia and the unflappable Phil Proctor.

10:45 am

Crash Course Audiobook MBA: Getting Smarter About
Your Success
Sr. Manager of Marketing for ACX, Hannah Wall hosts an all-star team of
audiobook award-winners to take you from the ground floor to the top of
your game. Bridging the education gap is the magic key for the successful
audiobook narrator. You’ll graduate with honors when Hannah connects
the dots with Kat Lambrix, Sr. Producer, Audible Studios / Mark Kondracki,
Director-Producer, Outloud Audio / Christa Lewis, Narrator-Teacher, Wacky
Titles Productions and Chris Fogg, Founder, ListenUp Audio. Plus, the
announcement of the ACX Contest Winner.

11:35 am

Get Animated with Disney’s MOANA & ZOOTOPIA
The incomparable and legendary voice actor/teacher, Pat
Fraley, brings you another gem for the depths of feature
animation. From the phenomenal success of ZOOTOPIA
to the highly anticipate opening of Disney’s MOANA,
Casting Director Jamie Sparer Roberts, CSA (Voice
Arts® Nominee) and Co-writer/Co-Director Jared Bush
take us behind the creation of this major animated feature – starring Dwayne “The Rock”
Johnson and introducing Auli’i Cravalho. They’ll uncover the nuts and bolts, practical
considerations for working voice actors to better understand and prepare for roles in
animation.

12:30 pm

Intermission

MIDDAY
3:00 pm – 6:00 pm

Exhibitors Reception
Lunch and beverages will be served. Our sponsors will be out to play. They’ll bring you
up to date on the latest in audio technology, web design, voiceover training, news and
more. Plus: Wanna go for a ride? HONDA will unveil the latest in hydrogen-based fuel
technology with a live display of the new 2017 Clarity Series: The Car for a Clean Future.
Most of all, this is an opportunity to enjoy your friends and meet new ones – to share your
knowledge and learn from others. Inspire and be inspired.

4:00 pm

Speed Dating with Your Demo Reel
Stacey Aswad host 90 minutes that could change your life. An exclusive
one-on-one networking venue for a pre-selected group of talented voice
actors, who will meet in 6-minute sessions with some of the top movers and
shakers in the industry. This exclusive event admits 25 attendees who have
been pre-approved via phone interview. This is a fast-paced rocket ride to
talent self-awareness, marketing execution and networking skills. Sponsored
by Sennheiser.

4:00 pm

Audition Spotlight™ for CBS – Round 2

1:00 pm

There’s Money in Your Radio
Vast opportunities exist in radio voice acting and they are often misunderstood.
Joe Cipriano investigates the world of radio and voice acting with Writers
Guild Award Winning Producer Dan Greenberger of CBS, the voice of the 2016
Emmys Melissa Disney, Benztown Radio imaging director Justin Case, and the
unflappable voice actor for radio and TV promotion, Howard Cogan. Looking
to expand your voiceover horizons? There’s’ Money In Your Radio, gets to the
heart of the questions and answers that can make all the difference. Be there
and tune in!
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Just before what could possibly be the biggest voiceover moment in their lives, 40 finalists
will step up to the mic for round two of the Audition Spotlight™ for CBS2, competing to
become one of six finalist with a chance to win a booking for a CBS Promo Campaign, a
talent contract with TGMD Talent Agency, and take home gifts that include a brand new
MK8 Studio Microphone from Sennheiser.
continues
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DAY-AT-A-GLANCE
PRIMETIME SHOW
6:00 pm

Honda Presentation Video and Comments

7:20 pm

Million Dollar Voices
Joan Baker, author of Secrets of Voiceover Success and co-founder of SOVAS™ ,
moderates a star-studded ensemble of some of America’s most prolific voice actors.
Together, they’ll shine a light on the best and worst of the journey to voiceover success.
Say hello to award-winning voice and star of stage and screen Fred Melamed, Voice Arts®
Award winner Dave Fennoy, Voice Arts® Award winner Lori Alan, Voice Arts® Award
winner and TV Producer Sharon Martin, the voice of Transformers and Animaniacs Jess
Harnell, and bilingual voiceover dynamo Sylvia Villagran. Prepare to be exhilarated and
inspired as this stellar ensemble helps you navigate real-world opportunities

Do you know which voice actor is the voice of Honda? Look it up. You may be surprised.
You’ll also be quite surprised when Honda unveils the latest auto technology for a cleaner
environment right on the grounds of Warner Bros. Studios at That’s Voiceover!™ and the
Voice Arts® Awards.

6:10 pm

The Muhammad Ali Center
The Great One has left this earthly plain but not without leaving
us all with an undeniable legacy of courage and the pursuit of
greatness. “Be great. Do Great Things.” This year SOVAS™ has
chosen to celebrate the Champ for his voice as a humanitarian
and activist, and for all the blows he weathered to stand up for
what’s best in our humanity. We ask you to join us by reaching
deep into your hearts to make a contribution to the Muhammad
Ali Center.
The Muhammad Ali Center is a multicultural center with an award-winning museum
dedicated to the life of Muhammad Ali. The Center museum captures the inspiration derived
from the story of Muhammad Ali’s incredible life and the six core principles that have fueled
his journey. The mission of the Muhammad Ali Center is to preserve and share the legacy
and ideals of Muhammad Ali, to promote respect, hope, and understanding, and to inspire
adults and children everywhere to be as great as they can be.

6:20 pm

Creating The Brand. Choosing The Voice.
Scott Parkin, America’s Commercial Voice Actor, exposes you, the voice actor, to the world
beyond the booth, on a trip inside the minds of the people who conceive, produce and
shape the content that calls upon your skills. From content creation to agenting to casting
to performance to audience. Meet Lisa Lane, Promo Manager, CBS / Ron Hayes, EVP On-Air
marketing, NBC / David Wright, Casting Director, Disney / Doug Melville, Chief Diversity
Officer, TBWA Worldwide / Celia Siegel, owner of Celia Siegel Management / Rudy Gaskins,
Chairman &CEO, SOVAS™. These are the people behind the words you speak: This time,
they they speak.

8:20 pm

SOVAS™ Academic Scholarship Announcement
Celebrated voice actor and producer J. Michael Collins, will present
the prestigious SOVAS™ Academic Scholarship to one unsuspecting
voice actor. The winner will be selected from nearly 50 applicants trying
to achieve their voice acting dream in the face of life’s hardships and
sometimes insurmountable odds. Tonight, one person will hear their
name and learn that their dream is still alive.

8:30 pm

Audition Spotlight™ Finals
Under the bright lights, before a live audience, with industry agents and producers judging
and scrutinizing every nuance of every performance, 6 talented finalist will square off for
the Audition Spotlight™ grand prize. Only one of them will bask in the spotlight of victory,
winning a paid promo booking with CBS2 Los Angeles, a talent contract with TGMD
Talent Agency, a brand new MK8 Sennheiser Studio Microphone and an outrageous swag
bag you have to see to believe. This is where everything voiceover comes together–the
moment that captures the essence of voice acting. Real. Live. Amazing.
TA L EN T AG E N C Y

9:30 pm

Voice of Gods and Goddesses Reception sponsored by Honda.
10:30 pm

Goodnight and have a wonderful evening.
Executive Producer/Co-Creator: RUDY GASKINS

Public Relations: DARYL WILLIAMS

Producer/Co-Creator/Host: JOAN BAKER

Graphic Design: ICHIMOTO INC.

Host: SCOTT PARKIN

Event Planner: SCOTT MAURO

Public Relations: JUDY DURAND
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HOSTED BY

Co-Host
SCOT PARKIN

I have been doing Voice over and On Camera commercials for 30 years. I
started in radio right out of college. In that time I’ve developed an extensive
skill set and learned to take direction well. My objective in VO , as well as
On Camera work is to do whatever it takes to have everybody present feel
that the that the end product they get, is the best it can be. I like to be the
one to find common ground that solves issues for creative and client alike.
Often times on set or in the studio the root concept evolves. My objective
is to evolve with the concept as directed and bring as much to the table
as I can to the work. I earn my money. I’m an improve specialist with 25
years of improvisation on stage, on camera and in the studio. I also have
no trouble reading a script exactly as written.
I’m now vocal coach teaching “Improv and the real guy read” for VO and
I’m head of “On Camera Commercials” at “Gray Studios.” Premier acting
school. After being in over 200 on camera commercials and having done
over 1,000 voice overs in my 25 years in the business , as well as having
been on the agency side copy writing and casting.....I have a lot to share
to help others . I’m also one of the few coaches who are also currently
working and have commercials running so I know the markets and trends
well. I’m passionate about all of it and I go all in.
Thanks for taking the time to read this; I wish I gave away T-shirts to those
who could prove they actually read this bio. Tell ya what if you message
me “I found Smart & Final to be neither “. I promise I’ll get ya something :)

Co-Host
JOAN BAKER

Joan is the co-creator of That’s Voiceover!™ and the Society of Voice
Arts and Sciences. She’s a voiceover spokesperson for Neumann Microphones and the author of Secrets of Voice-over Success: Top VoiceOver Actors Reveal How They Did It. She donates all royalties from the
sale of the book to the Alzheimer’s Association. Joan is also featured
in the following books: Daughters Of Men by Rachel Vassel (2006), Career Clinic by Maureen Anderson (2007), Put Your Dreams First: Handle
Your Entertainment Business by Thembisa Mshaka (2008), Signed, Your
Student by Holly Holbert (2010) and Dream Reachers II by Betty Dravis
(2011). And Joan’s got it goin’ on as a voiceover actor: winning five
Telly Awards for her narration and on-camera performances. Joan is
also among the cast of narrators, playing 45 female roles in the bestselling audiobook, Those Boys Have All The Fun: The Inside World of
ESPN. Other projects include promos for ABC’s “The View”, the Royal
Wedding promos on HLN and the TBS campaign for HBO’s Sex And
The City series and Sex And The City 2, the movie. Other clients include Grand Theft Auto, CNN, ESPN, Showtime, Nickelodeon, Chase
Bank, American Express, NICK at NITE, ABC News, CBS Sports, Lifetime, Lexus and SPIKE TV. Joan has been the announcer for numerous
live entertainment venues: The Muse Awards for Women in Television
& Communication, Promax/BDA, The Vision Awards, The Moving Image Salutes Will Smith and Julianne Moore and The Matrix Awards. In
addition to being a working voiceover actor, Joan maintains a private
coaching practice in midtown Manhattan, where she teaches advanced
voiceover craft and technique, and offers career guidance for long-term
business success. She works with both professional voiceover actors
and newcomers, teaches part time at New York University, Western
Kentucky University and The Actors Institute (NYC). Joan co-writes a
monthly column for Backstage Magazine called Voiceover Exchange.
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SPEED DATING
With Your Demo Reel
Hosted by Stacey J. Aswad
Saturday, November 12th, 4:00pm - 5:30pm
Warner Bros Theater, Burbank
Only at THAT’S VOICEOVER!

“Let’s book beautiful jobs together.”
Meet agents, casting directors and
TV network creative directors.

Get Demo Reel feedback and
expert career guidance

Learn what they look for from
voiceover talent.

*VO talent selected based on pre-approval
interviews conducted prior to the event date.

Sponsored by

Advance Your
Audiobook Career
Find audiobook narration
opportunities on ACX.
• Select titles that interest
you, and submit auditions
easily online.
• Grow your audiobook production skills as you guide
the recording from beginning to end.
• Get paid your way—earn a
flat fee or collect royalties for
years.
• Your perfomance will be
available through Audible,
Amazon, and iTunes.

Put your voice to work.
Visit ACX.com/TV02016.

2016
VANGUARD AWARD

KEN SLEVIN
OUTSTANDING
AGENTING &
BUSINESS
LEADERSHIP

NOVEMBER 12
2016 AT 2PM PT

CEO/President,
CESD Talent Agency
WARNER BROS.
STUDIOS
BURBANK CA

PRESENTED BY

Got a question for Ken? Ticket holders may send questions to
info@thatsvoiceover.com (please include ticket number.)

You
deserve
a microphone that delivers
all the natural color and
character of your voice.

Explore
the full range of options
available from Sennheiser
and Neumann - including
the new Sennheiser
MK 4 digital and MK 8.

www.sennheiser.com
www.neumann.com

SPEAKERS 2016
JAMIE SPARER
ROBERTS

RACHAEL NAYLOR
Live Announcer/
Daytime
That’s Voiceover!™

PAT DUKE

Live Announcer/
Primetime
That’s Voiceover!™

RON HAYES

On-Air Marketing
NBC

CSA - Casting Director
Zootopia / Moana

DAN
GREENBERGER

Writer, Producer - CBS

Voice Actor - Emmys

HOWARD COGAN

JOE CIPRIANO

STACEY J. ASWAD

DAVID SHINN

HILLARY HUBER
Narrator

KYLA GARCIA
Narrator

Senior Director,
Public Relations
Muhammad Ali Center

Narrator

PHIL PROCTOR
Narrator

SUE ZIZZA

Director
SueMedia Productions

CELIA SIEGEL

Speed Dating, Host

Owner - Celia Siegel
Management

Narrator

Casting Director
Disney TV

Chief Diversity Officer
TBWA Worldwide

Promo Manager
CBS

LISA LANE

RUDY GASKINS

DOUG MELVILLE

MARK
KONDRACKI

HANNAH WALL

CHUCK DURAN

J. MICHAEL
COLLINS

Chairman & CEO
SOVAS™

PAT FRALEY

Vanguard Award
Winner

Director/Producer
Outloud Audio
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Voice Actor

P.J. OCHLAN

DAVID WRIGHT

SCOTT BRICK

JUSTIN CASE

Image Director Benztown

JEANIE KHANKE

VO Imaging - JackFM

Sound Designer
SueMedia Productions

MELISSA DISNEY

Senior Manager,
Marketing ACX

Producer
VO Buzz Weekly

Voice Talent - Vo Coach
mcvoiceover.com
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SPEAKERS 2016

KEN SLEVIN

CEO/President,
CESD Talent Agency

SCOT PARKIN

Host
That’s Voiceover!™

DAVE FENNOY
Voice Actor

FRED MELAMED
Voice Actor

Build your voiceover
and acting career
with Backstage.
Start now for free –

LORI ALAN
Voice Actor

JESS HARNELL
Voice Actor

SHARON MARTIN
Voice Actor

SYLVIA
VILLAGRAN
Voice Actor

Voiceover Artists

Find gigs with a free trial subscription at
www.backstage.com/thatsvoiceover,
access code SOVAS.

Producers & Casting Directors

JOAN BAKER

Host
That’s Voiceover!™

JARED BUSH

Writer/Director
Zootopia/Moana
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KAT LAMBRIX

Senior Producer
Audible Studios

CHRISTA LEWIS

Narrator/Teacher
Wacky Titles Productions

CHRIS FOGG

Founder
ListenUp Audiobooks

Find talent for free year-round by visiting
http://offers.backstage.com/voicecast.
To post casting calls for free, enter code
SOVAS at checkout.

VANGUARD AWARD
WINNING VO TRICKS
FROM PATRICK FRALEY
1

ROBERT REDFORD’S “START & RESTART REALISTIC DIALOGUE TRICK.”

There are those times when you will have the power to change words in a voice over
project. If you are challenged with making the dialogue more realistic, here’s a trick,
which Robert Redford uses in most every movie he’s ever done. A character will start a
thought, get a better way of putting it, and go on with the better way of communicating
the thought. For example –
“Morgan is serving five years for aggravated –
he’s in the slammer for busting a guy up bad.”

2

MONTGOMERY CLIFF’S, “READ IT LIKE A FIRST GRADER” TECHNIQUE.

This is a technique that is attributed to the great stage and film actor, Montgomery
Cliff. When he would first read a script, he would read it carefully, word by word,
making sure he was not performing. Why? He said that since he didn’t know what was
on the pages, he couldn’t make any intelligent choices to realize the scene or story
with performance. If he did perform it prematurely, it could very well lead him into
choices that didn’t realize the story. This is the kind of work I do alone, and prior to a
read with other actors or with the director.

3

THE PERFECT WORD TRICK.

4

THE ONE WAY NEVER TO SLATE.

5

Dead. By that I mean, without personality. It’s a habit performers get into as they do
audition after audition. They sound serious, even bored and have it in their mind
that it doesn’t count. In an audition, everything counts from your first fricative.
Consider the listener. Someone is listening to dozens, if not hundreds of auditions
in a row. The first thing they hear is a performer who doesn’t reveal personality, and
perhaps sound bored.

“KILLER DIALECT CATCH PHRASE” TRICK.

NEVER SWING ON “AND” REMINDER

BATS & RATS TECHNIQUE

Give a long tight “Cartoon Kiss” into your open palm. That should generate a highpitched sound. Wiggle your palm as you do. The perfect bat or rat. What’s the
difference between Bat and Rats and a Cartoon Kiss? One’s more fun.

8

COMMIT TO ONE CHOICE MINDSET

Before you send in two takes for an audition, consider two factors.
1. Which of the performances realizes the story best?
2. When you send in two takes, you are begging for a comparison between the two?
That means someone is in a position to decide one is not as good as the other.

9

QUIET AND CLOSE AGENDA.

Be on the lookout for any scene or line where you can perform it as if you were in a
close-up shot. Actors tend to work as if they were on stage, rather than in film. Just
because there is an exclamation mark at the end of the sentence doesn’t mean it has
to be loud. Sure, if the line is, “May Day! May Day!” you’ll need to get loud, but many
don’t need to be performed with volume.
Quiet and Close Lines
“I’ve told you before, I’m not going to wait!
“Who’s in charge here!”
“Ladies and Gentlemen. May I have you attention.”

10

DON’T BE IN THE MOMENT TECHNIQUE

This flies in the face of what is taught in acting school, but sometimes people are
distracted, doing something in additional to talking to someone. It creates a different
sound. Look for moments in scripts, text and copy, where a character is doing
something as well as talking to someone.

11

THE SOUND OF THINKING MIC TECHNIQUE

The convention in voice over for thinking is quiet, as if to oneself. To make it effective,
you need to marry your hushed tones (not whispered) with close microphone
technique. In text, particularly in books, when a character is thinking, it is in italics. What
you do is go from standard mic position, to close mic, which is 2 or three inches from
the mic. That way, you will be at the same relative volume as your performance with
more volume, farther away, but it will fulfill the convention of thinking.

There will come a time when you will be asked if you can do a particular accent or
dialect, and a director or producer will want you to give them a “taste.” Don’t trot out an
improvised sentence or passage. Have a sentence that you know well, which shows off
your abilities in the best light and includes many of the sound adjustments and changes
you must make to perform the dialect correctly. I refer to these as “Killer Dialect Catch
Phrases.” It is best if you make up your own. Here are a couple that work for me.

The habit of connecting two products, services, or general concepts with a conjunctive
came from advertising. “It’s delicious, kids love’em AND it’s good for you.” It makes
no sense to use valuable emphasis on a conjunctive, AND especially by getting loud
for emphasis.
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7

If I don’t have control of the text or the ability to change words, I will occasionally take
time or a pause prior to saying a word (particularly if it’s a strange or complex word) to
give the impression that I just thought of it or chose it carefully. It’s rather like paralleling
the author’s journey during his or her first draft.
“About two weeks ago, I was talking to my boss about the…”potentiality” of a raise.

British: All that glitters is not gold.
Russian: I have to grab little rodent for to ring his neck.

6

Conjunctive Lines
We can get all the kids, water toys in the car AND the dog.
That’s what she said, SO, I guess we’ll have to submit.
We don’t make rude noises, NOR two we open our mouths while we chew.

12

“WHEN THE TEXT GETS HOT, GET COLD TECHNIQUE.”

This is from the audiobook narration world, but I apply it to all mediums. As a
performer, you are partners with the text. When a passage in a book, or scene gets
provocative or evocative like sensual or grisly passages, back off your expressiveness
and attitude toward the material. Why? You want to leave plenty of room for the
listener to experience their emotional journey rather than yours.

Visit patfraley.com
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Dave WalSH
&
WalSH voiCeover CoaCHing
~ Congratulate ~

KEN SLEVIN

CEO & President, CESD Talent Agency
~ on reCeiving ~

The Backstage Vanguard Award
for Outstanding Agenting
& Business Leadership

SPECIAL THANKS
Dr. Artie Egendorf
Judi Durand
Lonnie Ali
Phillip Conley
Steve Ulrich
Christopher Currier
Scot Chastain, NBC Universal
Coco Cocoves, HBO
Kasey Howe
Pat Fraley
John Florian
Vanessa Gilbert
Jeff Howell
Gemma Agovino
Arthur Cohen Photography
Nina Shoes
Janique Fashions
Kory Kourosh
Dan Ichimoto
Vanessa Gilbert
Lisa Flanagan
Jeanie Kahnke
Muhammad Ali
Marc Morial
Marc Mellon
CESD Talent Agency
TGMD Talent Agency
Doug Meliville
Joe Cipriano
Ron Pobuda
Lori Alan
Phillip Conley
Ron Pobuda
Gerald Griffith
Kim Gaskins
J. Michael Collins

CONTRIBUTORS
Privates • Workshops • Branding

•

Consulting

walshvoiceovercoaching.com
walshvo.com

Honda
Sennheiser
Honda
Benztown

ACX
HEAR Now Festival
OVATION TV
CBS2
Backstage
Ali Center
Casting Society of America
Schulman Lobel, LLP
ALPAX Holdings
KIND SNACKS
SOTALDO Tequila
TGMD Talent Agency
Source Elements
Walsh Voiceover Coaching
Voicecaster
Angeleno Magazine
Neutrogena
Farmacy Beauty (Lip Blooms)
Goddess Garden Organics
Romo Plastic Surgery
Holistic Life Change

VOLUNTEERS
Robyn Byes
Sarah Ambrosio
Letitia Austin
Courtney Paige Barnett
Marissa Bergado
Laila Berzins
Diana Birdsall
Michelle Blenker
Raynard Bright
Bobbi Brunoehler
Madison Brunoehler
Robyn Byes
Thurston Cherry
Rhonda Clarke
April Coffee
Rori Coleman
Lisamarie Costabile
Traci Cummings
Evette Dabney
Youlanda Davis

James Donnelly
Zac Driscoll
Lynne Ennis
John Erkman
Ted Evans
Dave Gibson
Dawn Griffin
Wesley Griffin
Chimmie Hernandez
Marie Hernandez
David Hunter Jr.
Phillip Hynes
Jessi Keenan
Lizzie Rose Kramer
Nailah Lee
Altara Michelle
Tye Nielson
Jennifer Philbin
Jo-Jeanne Rapilier
Josh Sanoff
Carl Scarpetti
Leigh Scott
Lovey Scott
Zoe Semler
Ratana Therakulsathit
Paul Tolmas
Maryanna Towle
Kenny Vibert
JOEL VIRGEL
Tressa Washington
Gevina Watkins
Nicole Webb
Karmel Wiggins
Cedric Williams
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WE ARE MORE THAN READY...TO CONGRATUL ATE

MICHAEL BUFFER

AND ALL OF THE
VOICE ARTS NOMINEES

©2016 HOME BOX OFFICE, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. HBO ® AND RELATED CHANNELS AND SERVICE MARKS ARE THE PROPERTY OF HOME BOX OFFICE, INC.

Let’s Get Ready to Rumble.®

3rd Annual

GALA
Michael Buffer
Ring Announcer
Voice Arts®
Icon Award

WARNER BROS. STUDIOS IN BURBANK
5PM PT | SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 2016
Presented by Society of Voice Arts and Sciences™
*Black Tie Optional

©2016 SOVAS™

Congratulations to the Voice Arts® Awards nominees and
all who open their hearts to the greatness within.

www.AliCenter.org

